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Task Specific Uncertainty
in Coordinate Measurement
R. G. Wilhelm,1 R. Hocken,1 and H. Schwenke2
1. Center for Precision Metrology, Department of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Science,
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Charlotte, North Carolina, USA
2. Laboratorium fuer Koordinatenmessgeraete/CMM Section, Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), Braunschweig, Germany

Abstract
Task specific uncertainty is the measurement uncertainty associated with the measurement of a specific feature using a specific measurement plan. This paper surveys techniques developed to model
and estimate task specific uncertainty for coordinate measuring systems, primarily coordinate measuring machines using contacting probes. Sources of uncertainty are also reviewed.
Keywords: metrology, uncertainty, modeling

1. Introduction
The “task specific uncertainty” in coordinate measurement is the measurement uncertainty
that results, computed according to the ISO Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in
Measurement (GUM), when a specific feature is measured using a specific inspection plan.
Measurements commonly are of size, position, or form and are made of features dimensioned and toleranced in accordance to international and national standards [1,2]. Even
when form alone is measured on a special-purpose machine, uncertainty is difficult to estimate correctly [3]. A correct statement of the uncertainty is becoming increasingly important as more and more companies strive to maintain traceability in accordance with ISO
9000 [4] and begin to comply with the GPS series of standards. In particular, ISO 14253-1
[5] states that a proper uncertainty statement is necessary in order to conclude that products are within or outside of specification. The problem is compounded by the expanded
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outsourcing being used by large corporations and the increasing globalization of the world
economy. As the number of production sources used to produce product subsystems increases the necessity for a well-functioning and controlled measurement system expands
dramatically. Interchangeability in the global marketplace requires traceability and a thorough estimation and understanding of uncertainty.
2. Traceability and Definitions
The necessity for task specific uncertainty is derived from the requirements of ISO 9000
and, more recently, of ISO 17025 [6] for traceability [7]. Traceability is defined as “property
of the result of a measurement or the value of a standard whereby it can be related to stated
references, usually national or international standards, through an unbroken chain of comparisons all having stated uncertainties.” This definition is from the International Vocabulary of Basic and General Terms in Metrology (VIM) [8]. This definition is now also accepted by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, which had previously had
no organizational policy in this area (see www.nist.gov/traceability). In order to obtain the
correct uncertainties it is currently required to use the techniques outlined in the Guide to
the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [9,10]. In this paper we will, insofar
as possible, use the definitions provided in VIM and conform to the guidelines of the GUM.
3. Sources of Uncertainty
Uncertainty in coordinate measurement systems (CMS) comes from many sources [11–26].
Estimating the total uncertainty is, however, difficult, due to the fact that coordinate measuring systems are multipurpose measuring instruments whose uncertainties vary with the
task being performed, the environment, the operator, the chosen measurement methodologies, etc. For the purposes of this paper we divide CMS uncertainties into five main categories: hardware, workpiece, sampling strategy, fitting and evaluation algorithms [27,28],
and extrinsic factors [29]. Each of these sources is separately outlined below.
3.1 Hardware
Here we refer to the sources of uncertainty caused by errors inherent to the design of the
machine, its scales and geometry, its probing system, its dynamics, and the environment
in which it is placed. Included here would be the uncorrected parts of the 21 so-called
parametric errors [30–37], random components of these parametric errors [38], uncorrected
systematic and apparently random probing errors [39–42], probe changing and probe articulation uncertainties [43,44], probing parameters (such as probe approach rate and distance), errors caused by the dynamics of the machine structure and probe (and servo systems, where applicable) [45–47], and the environmental and machine temperatures [48–58]
and vibration (primarily).
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3.2 Workpiece
These uncertainties relate to properties of the workpiece and measurement interaction
with the workpiece. Part form deviations [59–62], accessibility restrictions, sampling distribution [63,64], clamping effects (distortion), contact mechanics, surface finish (where applicable) [65,66], and elastic deformation due to probing forces constitute the main workpiece-related errors that lead to uncertainties. Uncertainties in coordinate transformations
to the part coordinate system are also important [67].
3.3 Sampling Strategy
Included here are errors due to inadequate sampling, the interaction of sampling strategy
with form error [68], interactions of sampling with complex forms, uncertainty “magnification” due to inadequate datums and even incomplete exactness of transfer of measurement results between calibration artifacts and real parts.
3.4 Fitting and Evaluation Algorithms
Algorithm suitability and selection, algorithm interaction with sampling density, and algorithm implementation dominate this error category [27,69].
3.5 Extrinsic Factors
This contribution [29] to the uncertainty comes from a number of effects that might, in a
gage R and R study, be referred to as reproducibility. These variables include apparently
minor variations in operator machine interaction (tightening of clamps, failure to wear
gloves, etc.) coupled with conditions such as part cleanliness, presence of contaminates,
etc. Other operator-selectable options such as filtering might be included here but filtering
could also be included under Fitting and Evaluation Algorithms.
These error components that lead to uncertainties are outlined in Figure 1. Other classification schemes that are related to the above are also useful. Trapet et al. [70] have cataloged similar errors and divided them into two categories, those that are customarily accessed by measurements and those that are normally estimated. In the first category they
include systematic errors of the probing process, random probing errors, probe changing
and probe articulation uncertainties, and systematic and stochastic errors of the CMM geometry. The second category includes uncertainties in the assessments of the systematic errors, long-term changes of the individual systematic errors, temperature influences on
these errors, model imperfections, and drift effects. Salsbury [71] uses a categorization
scheme that divides the uncertainty into machine components, probe components, part
components, and repeatability components. More important, however, than the categorization scheme, is our ability to at least determine all of the uncertainty sources and to include them in an uncertainty evaluation for the measurement at hand.
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Figure 1. Error components that lead to uncertainties.

4. Uncertainty Models
Traditionally metrologists have divided errors into two categories, the so-called systematic
errors and random errors. Further, it was traditional to add the uncertainties from random
effects in quadrature and then add, arithmetically, an estimation of the systematic effects.
This practice is now in the process of being altered due to the publication of the Guide to
the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [9]. The GUM was authorized by
seven international standards and metrology organizations, including BIPM, ISO, IEC,
IFCC, IUPAC, IUPAP, and OIML, and thus has been uniformly accepted by most national
standards laboratories. The approach of the GUM differs from the more classical analysis
in that it explicitly realizes that the distinction between systematic and random errors is
often ambiguous. It also, in general, makes the assumption that all known biases are corrected before an error analysis is made, although there is active research in this area [72].
Then the uncertainties are divided into two types, Type A uncertainty and Type B uncertainty. Type A uncertainties are those that are evaluated by statistical means, and Type B
uncertainties are those that are estimated by “expert” opinion. Estimates of both Type A
and Type B uncertainties are added in quadrature and the result multiplied by an appropriate coverage factor to yield an expanded uncertainty. This prescription is extremely
general, however, and efforts to realize it for coordinate measuring systems have proliferated. For the purposes of this discussion, we divide those methods into six categories. The
first we call sensitivity analysis, the second expert judgment, the third experimental
method using calibrated objects, the fourth computer simulation (such as virtual CMMs),
the fifth statistical estimations from measurement history [73], and the sixth “hybrid”
methods. In the following sections we will discuss the state-of-the-art in each of these categories.
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4.1 Sensitivity Analysis
In cases where a clear analytical solution can be formulated for the measurand as a function
of measurement parameters, it is relatively easy to follow the prescription of the Guide to
the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM). As specified in ISO 15530-2 and the
GUM, one must first list each uncertainty source, quantify each source according to its
magnitude by a standard deviation, determine its sensitivity coefficient and correlation
with other uncertainty sources, and add the product of each standard uncertainty by its
sensitivity coefficient, in quadrature, and report the combined standard deviation with a
coverage factor, typically, of two. This technique is quite useful when a well-defined mathematical model of the measurement process can be ascertained. A good example of this
method is given in Phillips et al. [74], where the uncertainty of measuring small circular
features is compared to that predicted by a model that includes probe lobing and sampling
strategy. Excellent agreement between theory and experiment is obtained.
4.2 Expert Judgment
Type B uncertainty determinations, as defined by the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement, typically represent a value judgment based on expert opinion. Significant experience with CMMs, or a specific CMM, combined with feedback on multiple
measurements, may provide an expert with the ability to realistically estimate the uncertainty strictly using a Type B method. This technique was primarily used by expert metrologists for decades, as it can be effective for evaluating a single dominant uncertainty source
or, in fact, a group of sources, or an entire uncertainty budget. Metrologists in the past
actually could estimate the effects of parametric errors entirely without mathematical aids
because of a well-developed grasp of the geometrical implications of Abbe offsets, geometric errors, irreproducibility, etc. Expert opinion is perhaps the best technique when other
tools and models are not available.
Taking this into account we see some potential for improving and perhaps simplifying
the GUM estimation of measurement uncertainties in general, and for CMM task specific
measurements in particular, by systemizing expert experiences for quantification, an expert’s experience is no other than a-priori knowledge. Such a-priori knowledge is the base
of Bayesian statistics [75,76], which is the statistical foundation of the GUM. Unfortunately
this is not explicitly mentioned in the GUM and therefore in many cases believed not to be
relevant or even in contradiction.
4.3 Experimental Method Using Calibrated Objects
The experimental method essentially is a version of the comparator principle that has been
used for approximately a century for the measurement of simple artifact standards such
as gage blocks (B89.6.2 appendix [77]). The comparator principle has also often been used
for the measurement of simple gages [78].
Experimental methods for uncertainty estimation [79] of CMM measurements according to the ISO Technical Specification 15530-3 [80] require a calibrated reference workpiece,
which is as similar in its metrological characteristics to the workpiece to be measured as
possible. It is based on the statistical evaluation of the measurement errors observed in
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relation to the calibrated value of the reference workpiece. The user must perform a relevant number (> 20) of measurements under the various conditions he might expect while
measuring real workpieces. This approach appears to be very simple and straightforward
from the view of the user, and attempts to cover intrinsic and extrinsic uncertainty contributors. The method works fine, if the following preconditions are met:
• the calibrated reference workpiece is almost identical to the workpiece to be measured,
• the reference calibration values have a significantly lower uncertainty than the CMS
under test, and
• during the experimental investigation, the variation of environmental scenarios
and user influences is covered.
The procedure here is to use a CMS to compare a calibrated artifact (master) to the object
that is being measured. Conceptually, this may seem simple, but in practice it is fraught
with difficulties. Any divergence between the master and the measured part can lead to
uncertainties. These would include form deviations (particularly on datum surfaces), differences in thermal expansion coefficients, uncertainties in thermal expansion coefficients
and temperature measurements, differences in mounting, operator effects including cleanliness, etc. Even software differences such as coordinate transformations and algorithm
sensitivities can contribute. Ideally the master would be identical to the part and measured
in the same position on the machine at the same time [12].
One important drawback is the necessity of a reference workpiece, which is calibrated
with an uncertainty lower than the CMS under investigation [12]. Due to the general nature
of coordinate measuring systems, many masters would be required resulting in a situation
similar to the familiar “gage room” where storage, maintenance, cataloging, and calibration of gages is a major expense. In addition, a traceable measurement of the reference
workpiece would require a reference method for calibration. One solution to solve this
problem is to establish an accredited calibration service for the workpieces based on the
simulation method (see section 4.4). This task is currently undertaken in Germany by a
consortium of seven private calibration laboratories and PTB. Such a service, combined
with the application of the experimental method might make almost any industrial dimensional measurement process traceable.
Some researchers have developed general “gages” that imitate particular part features
that are critical. Good illustrative examples are given by Pfeifer [81] and Sammartini [82,83].
In this work a “synthetic” gage was manufactured from basic geometric elements (master
cylinders) in order to simulate the features encountered in the measurement of bevel gears.
Since the gage is made of very high accuracy cylinders which can be assumed to have zero
form error, the user can estimate the error that would be produced measuring gear teeth
of differing qualities by evaluating the error the machine produces measuring specified
“patches” on the cylinders in different machine positions. Similar “gages” or artifacts are
being used now to investigate CMS uncertainties when measuring free-form surfaces [84,85]
with good results. Although the substitution method can be quite valuable it clearly does
not provide a complete solution to the task specific uncertainty problem.
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4.4 Computer Simulation
There are many simulation methods that attempt to provide estimates of the task specific
uncertainty in coordinate measurement. They all begin with some model of the machine
and measurement process which is used as a substitute to the analytical methods of error
propagation that work best when a complete closed form mathematical measurement model
is possible (or convenient). Various names are given to the methods including the “Virtual
CMM” [70,86], “Virtual Instrument” [87], “Simulation by Constraints” [29], the “Expert
CMM” [88], or simply Monte Carlo simulation [89].
The Virtual CMM
The virtual coordinate measuring machine (VCMM) approach estimates an uncertainty
statement for a particular measurement task on a particular CMM according to Monte
Carlo simulation results. “Basically the virtual CMM performs a point-by-point simulation
of measurements, emulating the measurement strategy and the physical behavior of the
CMM with the dominating uncertainty contributions disturbing the measurement” [70,90,91].
The simulated measurement should have all the facets of the real measurement that can
significantly contribute to the measurement uncertainty. Practical systems include probe
qualification and workpiece orientation but in practice may not always cover all contributions. The original developers of the technique considered that there were three basic contributions to uncertainty: known systematic influences, unknown systematic influences,
and random influences. They also distinguish between on-line and off-line simulations.
This approach is illustrated in Figure 2 as an extension of a normal CMM measurement.
The thick black lines show data flow for a normal CMM measurement while the thick gray
lines show the additional data flow that is employed to achieve a VCMM estimate.

Figure 2. The virtual CMM concept.
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In a normal CMM measurement, a machine with a probe (1) is used to develop a set of
points for each feature of interest in the measurement (2). These points are then used with
CMM evaluation software to compute substitute geometric elements (3) and derive geometric parameters. These parameters are listed in a measurement report to arrive at an
estimate of conformance (4) for each measured feature.
When operating the VCMM, initial input is the set of points (5) to be sampled on a particular feature. These points are specified with respect to the ideal geometry of the design
specification. For each sample point on a particular feature, the VCMM simulator (5a) generates a perturbed point that represents an estimate of what a particular CMM would have
reported when measuring that commanded point. The perturbed point is generated by
modeling variations that may result from part geometry, probing errors, machine motion
errors, environmental influences, and other measurement uncertainty contributors. Each
error is simulated using a probability density function (PDF) and each point estimate in
the simulation is generated by considering all of the PDFs that contribute uncertainty to
the measurement result.
For any particular feature, a set of simulated results is generated (6) and then input to
typical CMM evaluation software to produce a set of computed substitute geometric elements (7). By evaluating each substitute geometry element, a PDF of the reported parameter can be computed to characterize its uncertainty. This PDF represents the difference
between simulated measurements with uncertainty influences present and the same simulated measurement made with no uncertainty influences present. Statistics (8) associated
with this PDF can then be used to report the uncertainty of the measurement following the
notation of the GUM.
To operate a VCMM, uncertainty contributors must be assessed or estimated for each
particular CMM under specific environmental conditions. For each CMM, data files characterizing these uncertainties are used as input for VCMM simulations. These contributors
include standard deviations of probing processes, residual errors of CMM motion (scale,
straightness, and rotation), permissible temperature gradients, and expansion coefficients.
The virtual CMM, as implemented [70], does not include explicitly what we, in this paper,
refer to as the interaction of part form error with sampling strategy and extrinsic factors.
In the on-line approach the fitting and evaluation algorithms of the machine are tested to
some extent.
Typically the uncertainty conditions that are estimated by measurement include systematic errors of the probing process (such as probe lobing), random probing errors, probe
changing and probe articulation uncertainty [43,44], and systematic errors of the CMM
geometry. A calibrated reference sphere is used to estimate the probing uncertainty. The
probing points are distributed at narrow intervals over the sphere with a relatively high
density. The measurement is repeated at least once and, using fitting and filtering algorithms, directional error characteristics and random uncertainties from the point data are
calculated.
When a probe changer or an articulating probe is used, the sphere is repeatedly measured with the same distribution of probing points but with either different styli or different
articulation positions. Again, a standard deviation is calculated and used to represent the
uncertainty in this case. If significant position dependence (part position on the CMM) is
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suspected, then either different areas of the CMM have to be examined, or parts must be
measured only in the area where probing uncertainties have been assessed. Obviously,
even in the same position, only probes or articulating positions that were included in the
original tests should be used when measuring.
In order to characterize the errors in the CMM’s geometry, parametric errors are used.
In the most common instantiation, a calibrated ball plate or hole plate is used [15,92–94],
although comparison results of ball plate measurements are not as accurate as could be
desired [95]. However, it appears that other techniques, such as direct parametric measurement [30–32], measurement of multiple distances [33,96,97], and self-calibration methods [34,98–100] would also be effective. If a calibrated ball plate is used, measurements are
made in several positions and the 18 error functions and three squarenesses are obtained
just as in classic parametric calibration. In some cases it is also necessary to measure periodic errors of short wavelength, as is specified in some machine tool standards [101,102]
(particularly required when using a ball plate rather than a laser), and these periodic errors
are added to the scale errors and straightness errors for each of the three machine axes on
a normal three-axis CMM.
Many other uncertainty contributors cannot be easily or economically measured and
must be estimated. These additional contributors include uncertainties in the estimation of
the parametric and probing errors, long-term changes and temperature influences on these
errors, model inaccuracies (such “elastic errors”), and drift effects. In practice these unknown contributors are estimated as either constants or as linear functions related to position, orientation, and/or time.
In order to use the virtual CMM to estimate uncertainties the following is done. First a
measuring task and strategy are defined. For each point sampled, systematic and stochastic
probing errors and probe change uncertainty (where applicable) are added to the measured value. The point is also perturbed by a drift that is linear with the measurement time,
systematic parametric machine errors, and an uncertainty for the parametric errors. Uncertainties are generated using Gaussian generators with specified standard deviations for
the various errors. This process is repeated for all i measured points for N simulated measurement sequences. The results of each sequence are evaluated by the CMM software, and
the outputs of all N measurement sets are compared using normal statistical techniques.
For example, the diameter of a circle might be computed N times and the mean and standard deviation of the diameter reported. Commonly a coverage factor of two would be utilized when reporting the uncertainty.
This method is a variation of Monte Carlo simulation as, for each point measurement a
new value for each of the stochastic part of each error is generated from a Gaussian generator with known standard deviation. Early efforts took a long time to run in this fashion
so approximations were used to speed up the calculation but this problem will likely resolve itself as computer speed increases.
Simulation by Constraints
Simulation by constraints is considered by its developers to be a generalization of the “Virtual CMM” described above, a technique that they label full parametric simulation [29].
They call any particular set of parametric errors the “parametric state of the CMM” and
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simulate machines by generating all possible parametric states within known constraints.
The concept consists of representing a given parametric state of a machine as a particular
point in an infinite dimensional state space. Initially the point could be anywhere in the
state space but as knowledge regarding the machine is gained the volume in state space
where the particular point could lie is increasingly restricted. Knowledge of the machine
state is obtained from measurements of machine performance. If enough information is
acquired then it is possible to have a topologically bounded region in the state space in
which the machine must lie. They call the set of measurements necessary to bound such a
region the “Bounding Measurement Set.”
As an illustration of the technique, the method was applied to the parametric errors of
a 3-axis measuring machine that, in general, might require several hundred individual
measurements to provide a full description. The Bounding Measurement Set was chosen
as a subset of the machine characterizing values obtained when testing a machine in accordance with the B89 CMM standard [103]. In particular, the set was based on linear displacement accuracy results for the X, Y, and Z axes, the volumetric performance, and the
volumetric performance using an offset probe. This set, coupled with the assumptions that
straightness errors are a result of angular errors only and ram axis roll is dominated by a
linear term, proved to be enough to bound the problem. The procedure for simulating a
machine with known B89 performance results was as follows. A random parametric state
was selected from the state space and the B89 performance results computed for this set. If
the simulated results matched the known results the state was considered a “good virtual
state” and the results retained. This procedure was repeated until a large number (several
hundred) virtual states were obtained. Once this was done a part could be “measured” on
each of the virtual machines and the uncertainty computed as in the virtual machine example above, i.e., using standard statistical techniques on measurement results after analysis by machine software.
The method was verified by measuring a calibrated step gage in 43 different positions
and orientations throughout the work zone of a CMM. The B89 tests had been performed
on this machine, and it had been simulated by constraints. When the measurement results
were compared to the calculated expanded uncertainty from the simulation with a coverage factor of two, 95% of the measurement errors were contained within the expanded
uncertainty calculated according to simulation by constraints.
This work has been expanded into “Error Budgeting” by constraints where ranges of
the various parametric errors, such as would be specified when designing and building a
machine, are used for the constraints rather than the B89 test results. This method also gave
reasonable (but not perfect) results when compared to an existing machine [104].
The Expert CMM
The Expert CMM project (ECMM) was a collaboration between a national metrology institute and industry [88] and resulted in a modified version of a “Virtual CMM” that has
some interesting and unique properties. The authors divide the problem into two conceptual steps: (1) computing the uncertainty of individual point coordinates and (2) propagating
this uncertainty through the part program to obtain the final uncertainty in the measurand.
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The method proposed is very general in that the outputs, y, of the measuring system are
related to the inputs, x, through a transfer function, h(x). Nominal measurement points, x0,
are perturbed with errors from an error simulator using a well-tested Gaussian pseudorandom number generator. The various simulated points are then fed through the CMS
software to produce a variety of outputs, y, which are evaluated using well-developed statistical techniques to compute the variance-covariance matrix which is all that is required
to complete the uncertainty statement.
The system was tested on geometric errors only because they were thought to be complex enough for a thorough trial and have been well known for some years [30]. The parameters for the error model were obtained using a self-calibration technique involving
multiple measurements of the length of an artifact in the CMM volume [32]. Testing was
done with measurements on a hole plate (two holes, 60 mm and 20 mm in diameter, 60 mm
apart). The plate was measured in 100 positions and the length and its uncertainty computed. In 89% of the cases the calibrated length was within the computed uncertainty with
a coverage factor of 2. None of the other errors shown in Figure 1 were included, so this
result can be interpreted as quite successful.
General Monte Carlo Simulation
Besides the efforts mentioned above, which were focused on CMS, Monte Carlo Simulation
has been applied to more general situations where the application to CMSs simply becomes a special case [89, 105–107]. These authors also explicitly included uncertainties due
to uncorrected bias and applied their model to surface roughness measurement using stylus instruments, roundness measurement on form-measuring equipment, as well as the
measurement of geometrical features on CMMs. The CMM input quantities were evaluated using methods described previously [108]. In all three cases the uncertainties from the
simulation were compared to those obtained from multiple measurements, and the results
agreed within theoretical expectations; however, the measurements appear to have been
performed at a national metrology institute under controlled conditions. In any event, this
effort is expected to lead to software that can be disseminated widely for use as part of a
metrology “toolbox.” Other authors have also addressed the general use of these types of
simulations for uncertainty evaluation in metrology [109].
4.5 Statistical Estimations from Measurement
High-volume manufacturing is inherently incredibly efficient from an economic point of
view and provides considerable data to allow statistical evaluation of measurement results. In such situations CMMs are often used for routine sampling purposes on parts that
are produced in very large numbers. The measurement results from nominally identical
features can be compiled to develop a history of measurement results for a particular process and a particular part on a particular (or set of) measuring machine(s) that is(are) being
used for process control. Because the measurement results include not only production
variability and measurement uncertainty, they perhaps do not reflect true measurement
variation, but the variance derived likely overestimates the variation due to the measurement process. Also, it is possible that the results include some measurement bias and its
uncertainty. However, if the historical data cover a reasonable time span and the produced
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parts function as intended, it is sufficient to assume that the estimation of uncertainty from
this procedure is adequate for the intended end use of the product.
4.6 Hybrid Methods
Several researchers have addressed the task specific uncertainty for either specific geometries or in a more general approach that used parts of different methods described above.
Some of these approaches are discussed below.
A Mixed Approach
One of the most complete treatments of CMS uncertainty using a combination of sensitivity
analysis and expert opinion was due to Salsbury [71]. He categorized uncertainties into
components from the machine, probe, part, and repeatability. Next the relationships between the uncertainty components and the geometric dimensioning and tolerancing “call
outs” were qualitatively evaluated, i.e., would a specific error affect a specific tolerance or
not. An example is shown in Table 1 for uncertainties due to the machine (his machine
errors were nearly identical to those categorized similarly in this paper).
Table 1. Relationship between the machine uncertainty component and
specific measured features (from Salsbury [71])
Characteristic

Machine

Feature of size

Yes

Length (not feature of size)

Yes

Angle, cone

Possible, more likely for larger surfaces

Angle, between features

Yes

Flatness

Unlikely, except very large surfaces

Straightness

Unlikely, except very large surfaces

Circularity (roundness)

Unlikely, except very large surfaces

Cylindricity

Unlikely, except very large surfaces

Perpendicularity (squareness)

Yes

Angularity

Yes

Parallelism

Yes

Profile of a surface (no datums)

Possible, more likely for larger surfaces

Profile of a line (no datums)

Possible, more likely for larger surfaces

Profile of a surface (with datums)

Yes

Profile of a line (with datums)

Yes

Circular runout

Yes

Total runout

Yes

Position (features of size)

Yes

Position (not features of size)

Yes

Similar tables were generated for probe and part errors, while repeatability was estimated by examining the normal sources of measurement variation. Application of this
technique involves picking a tolerance required on the drawing, determining the uncer-
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tainty values that apply using the tables, estimating a value of the uncertainty using standard acceptance test results, measured repeatabilities, or expert opinion, multiplying by sensitivity coefficients (when required), and adding the results in quadrature. Using this technique clearly requires more operator understanding than the simulation methods
mentioned above, but it has the advantage that it clearly spells out uncertainty sources,
which should aid in operator education. Excellent results were obtained.
Special Cases
There are several cases in the literature where researchers have examined the uncertainty
associated with measuring a specific geometry or due to specific influences. An example for
small bores has already been discussed [74]. Because of their overall importance, temperatureinduced uncertainties have also been addressed in some detail [110]. Swyt used the GUM
approach, and although he discussed dimensional measurement in general, the results are
clearly applicable to CMSs. Another group has used similar concepts to develop a new ISO
Draft Technical Report [58], which includes the features of the older American standard
[77] as well as uncertainties due to temperature measurement, all in the context of the GUM.
5. Relationships
The research concentration on task specific uncertainty is relatively new. Previously many
researchers have addressed the issues of machine errors, thermal modeling, and machine
testing primarily for the purposes of machine correction and acceptance. These efforts resulted in a series of standards and technical reports. The most widely used among the
standards are probably the German VDI/VDE 2617, the ISO 10360 series, and the U.S.
B89.4.1.
While developing the methods for estimating task specific uncertainty some researchers
took the point of view that the output of the performance tests used for machine acceptance
could be utilized as input to their uncertainty estimation approaches. Most prominent of
these is the Simulation by Constraints method that uses B89 results [29], but others have
used the ISO probing tests [85] and the VDI/VDE length measuring uncertainty tests [71].
The other common point of view is to use the results of the parametric tests [30] coupled
with probing tests that are obtained from standards [43] and at least some part of the thermal errors described in standards [58,77]. Although there are supporting documents to
standards for the parametric tests performed individually [111] or using artifacts [15], such
tests are not part of CMM standards and are only just becoming standardized for machine
tools [102]. It is possible that, for any task specific uncertainty method to gain universal
acceptance, standardized inputs would be highly desirable if not a requirement.
6. Conclusions
Clearly researchers have made good progress in the past decade developing methodologies to estimate task specific uncertainties, particularly for CMMs used in the contact mode
acquiring points on an individual basis. There are, however, some gaps that could be addressed to improve these estimates and the ease of their computation.
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First, several of the models require input data that are not commonly measured as part
of machine acceptance or interim testing. The utility of these models could be improved
by developing standards for machine acceptance and testing that allowed rapid and accurate measurement of the required inputs.
Second, although many of the models were tested in laboratory environments, it is unclear how they would handle the thermal environments common on the factory floor, where
temperatures can change by 20 degrees Celsius in a single day [112]. The complexity of
thermal effects is well known [50,113–115] and a new ISO working document [58] now
exists to help compute their uncertainty, but the methods are not universally understood,
even in the case of constant temperatures that differ from 20°C. Cases where the temperatures are changing are difficult to treat due to the varying time constants of machine components (rams, scales, etc.), parts, fixtures, and probes. These effects are still the subject of
active research [53].
Third, none of the models appear (from reading the literature) to successfully address
the issues of the interaction of the sampling strategy with possible part form error, which
has many ramifications. Even in the case of circles and cylinders [14,60,116] the situation
is complex (and difficult to quantify by real measurement due to time and sampling size
constraints), but on freeform surfaces it is probably worse [84,85,117–120], and magnification effects due to small datums with form error make matters even worse.
Fourth, there are large classes of coordinate measuring systems that have been only partially addressed in the literature. These include large-volume metrology systems, such as
laser trackers, photogrammetry systems, and stereotriangulation [121] as well as visionbased CMMs [122–124], scanning CMMs [45], laser triangulation-based machines, and
many others.
Fifth, extrinsic factors are nearly impossible to take into full account without an expert
actually examining the measurement situation, conducting the equivalent of a gage R&R
study, and using the data and personal judgement to estimate a Type B uncertainty.
Finally, there are the numerous cases of other CMSs, such as scanning touch probes,
laser-based machines, vision machines, laser trackers, and multistation theodolytes that
require uncertainty statements [121]. Considerable research remains to be performed.
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